How to Self-Enroll

Enrolling in the plan is simple. Follow the instructions below.

**IF YOU DO NOT FOLLOW THE EXACT INSTRUCTIONS BELOW, YOU MAY END UP PURCHASING THE WRONG POLICY.**

To Get Started...

You must have a valid credit card to pay.

*Please click on this direct link below:*


*(If you are unable to click on it, please copy and paste the link into your browser bar)*

This link and Sponsor Code will allow you to purchase the PLI insurance plan designed specifically for CUNY.

Once successfully enrolled you will receive an email from 'CISI Enrollments' containing your:

- Participant ID Card
- Consulate Letter
- Brochure
- Claim Form
- Information on how-to create a myCISI log in
- myCISI Student App (this app is for all participants, not just students)
- Along with other helpful insurance information

**Rate:**

| Monthly         | $3.33 |

Questions? Please contact Kathleen Connors at 203-399-5509 or by email at enrollments@mycisi.com.